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The AMC resource participants have generously shared hands-on activities that
you will want to use in coming months. You’ll be impressed with the ingenuity
and creativity expressed in the recipes and crafts they have chosen to share with
you. Use their ideas to foster interest in science, social studies, art, mathematics,
and other academic hands-on learning activities. Integrate the recipes and crafts
into your multicultural lesson planning as well.
Hopefully, you will let the participants know how much you have
enjoyed their recipe(s) and craft(s). Visit the websites listed throughout the
newsletter. You'll find additional helpful lesson information at these sites.
American Montessori Consulting is not responsible for any of the crafts or recipes
posted here. All of the crafts and recipes are copyrighted and are the property of
the participating AMC resource organizations listed in this newsletter. For
questions concerning their individual copyrighted material, you need to visit the
website listed in association with the craft(s) and recipe(s) that interest you and
obtain the telephone number and/or e-mail address of the contact person(s).
If you would like friends on special listservs to know of this newsletter, please
request that they download the newsletter directly from

http://www.amonco.org/montessori_winter_handson.html
Use special precautions when involving children in any craft or recipe
where there is a potential for harm. Some children have special food allergies
and/or other medical conditions like diabetes. Small children need supervision.
Scissors, hot glue, hot stoves and ovens, and other elements in making
some of these recipes and crafts need to be considered. Please consider
carefully the age and maturity level of the child before allowing him or her to
participate.
Be sure to visit each resource participant’s site to see the marvelous selection of
educational offerings you can use in your school and home classrooms. You’ll
also find creative, unique educational gift items that are sure to be enjoyed by the
special young people in your life.
The following creative ideas are from the AMC Montessori Resource Center
http://www.amonco.org/directory.html participants. Visit their websites for
additional innovative ways to reach your students throughout the school year.
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Recipe and Activities Submitted by Dale Gausman
PRACTICAL LIFE ACTIVITY: NAPKIN FOLDING
Please see http://montessoritraining.blogspot.com/2009/11/montessoripractical-life-activity.html

GINGER-COCONUT BAKED APPLES
Preparation time: 15 minutes
Baking time: 55 minutes
Makes 4 servings
3 tbsp (45 ml)

butter

4 to 5

large (or 8 to 10 small) gingersnap
cookies

3 tbsp (45 ml)

sweetened shredded coconut

2 tbsp (30 ml)

golden raisins

tsp (1 ml)

cinnamon

2

baking apples, such as Northern Spy or McIntosh

1/4 cup (50 ml)

water

1. Preheat oven to 350F (180C). Melt butter in a medium saucepan or
microwave in a medium bowl. Break cookies and place in a food processor.
Whirl until coarse crumbs form. Or place cookies in a bag and crush with a
rolling pin. Crumbs should measure cup (125 ml). Don’t use more. Stir
into butter with coconut, raisins and cinnamon.
2.
Discard stems from apples, then slice in half crosswise. Using a
spoon or melon baler, scoop out and discard each core, along with enough
apple flesh to create a hollow that will hold about 2 tablespoons (30 ml)
crumb mixture. If apples will not sit flat on a plate with cut-side up,
trim a little from bottoms.
3.
Place apples in a 9-inch (23-cm) pie plate. Spoon some crumb
mixture into apple hollows and press down lightly. Mound remaining mixture
onto centers. Pour water into dish (not over apples). Cover with foil.
Seal edges to plate. Bake in centre of 350F (180C) oven 40 minutes. Then
uncover. Bake until apples are very tender but still hold their shape, 15
to 20 more minutes. Delicious with whipped cream, yogurt or sour cream on
the side.

Making a Button-Buddy
ACTIVITY1
Material
Tray containing: different colored pipe cleaners (two per button-buddy); basket
containing big beads for the head (one per button-buddy); basket containing
various medium-size buttons for the body (six per button-buddy), and large
buttons for the hat (one per button-buddy); basket containing pre-cut lengths of
colored yarn for the hair; about 8 inches (20 cm) long; scissors; permanent
marker.

Presentation
• Most Montessori teachers present this activity in Year 1.
• In advance, place all material on the tray and place the tray on a shelf.
PART 1: GETTING READY
• Announce that today students will have an opportunity to make a buddy out of
buttons.
• Invite a student to bring the tray from the shelf and place it on the worktable or
mat.
• Explain the activity: The students will make button-buddies from buttons, yarn,
and other material.
PART 2: MAKING THE BUTTON-BUDDY’S HEAD
• Pick up one of the pipe cleaners from the tray and fold it in half lengthwise.
• Pick up one of the large buttons and place one end of the folded pipe cleaner
through each hole in the button.
• Slide the button to the fold in the pipe cleaner. Explain that this is the buttonbuddy’s hat.
• Invite the students to each select a large button and pipe cleaner, then to follow
the previous steps to make hats for their button-buddies.
• Pick up one of the big beads and place both ends of the folded pipe cleaner
(from below the hat) through the hole of the big bead.
• Slide the big bead along the pipe cleaner until it touches the large button (the
hat). Explain that this is the button-buddy’s head.
• Invite the students to each select a big bead, then to follow the previous steps to
make heads for their button-buddies.
PART 3: MAKING THE BUTTON-BUDDY’S BODY
• Next, choose six medium-size buttons from the basket and slide them on the
folded pipe cleaner below the large bead (the head). Explain that these six buttons
are the button-buddy’s body.
• Invite the students to follow the previous step and to make bodies for their
button-buddies.
• Once all six buttons are on, twist the folded pipe cleaner twice and explain this
will prevent the buttons from falling off.

• Invite the students to follow the previous step and to twist their pipe cleaners
twice.
• Pick up another pipe cleaner and twist it twice around the first pipe cleaner just
under the “body button” that is second from the top. Explain that this second pipe
cleaner forms the button-buddy’s arms. Hide the twist under the second body
button.
• Invite the students to follow the previous steps and to make arms for their
button-buddies.
PART 3: FINISHING THE BUTTON-BUDDY
• Pick up the scissors and trim about one third of the length off each arm.
• Invite the students to follow the previous step and to trim their button-buddies’
arms.
• Explain that the two ends of the first pipe cleaner sticking out below the six
buttons (the body) are legs then make knees and feet by bending the legs slightly.
• Invite the students to follow the previous step and to make knees and feet for
their button-buddies.
• Make elbows and hands on the button-buddy’s arms by bending the pipe cleaner
that forms the arms in the same way as for the knees and feet.
• Invite the students to follow the previous step and to make elbows and hands for
their button-buddies.
• Pick up the permanent marker and carefully draw a face on the button-buddy’s
head.
• Invite the students to follow the previous step and to take turns drawing faces on
their button-buddies.
• Choose a few pieces of colored yarn from the basket and tie each one (using a
knot) around the first pipe cleaner under the button-buddy’s hat, leaving the ends
to hang out. Explain that this is the button-buddy’s hair. Trim the hair if
necessary.
• Invite the students to follow the previous step and to create hair for their buttonbuddies.
• Encourage the students to make button-buddies on their own, whenever they
choose.
• Remind the students to clean the work area, and to place all material back on the
tray and return it to its proper place on the shelf when they are finished the
activity.

Extension
• Make smaller and larger button-buddies by varying the size of the buttons and
beads and the length of the arms and legs.

Smelling Bottles
Purpose
To refine the child’s olfactory sense. Age: 3 years old.
Material
Two wooden boxes, each containing six smelling bottles for a total of twelve bottles.
For the purpose of visual discrimination the bottles in one box are slightly darker
than the six bottles in the other box.
The bottles are filled one-third full with water, and different essence is added to each
one, e.g. vanilla, almond, peppermint, lemon, strawberry and coconut.
As an alternative, a saturated cotton ball with flavoring or perfume can be dropped
into the bottle. An identical essence is added to the six bottles of the other box for
pairing purposes.
Presentation
• Invite a child and show her where the Smelling Bottles are kept on the shelf.
• Ask the child to carry one box to a table, while the teacher carries the other.
• Remove a bottle from the first box e.g.. almond. Show the child how to place the
bottle on the table and remove the cap.
• Show the child how to smell the essence, and invite her to repeat it.
• Remove another bottle from the same box e.g.. vanilla.
• Smell this bottle in the same manner. Invite the child to repeat.
• Remove the almond bottle from the second box. Smell it and say to the child
“This is the smell we are looking for”. Allow the child to smell the bottle.
• Ask the child if she can locate the other bottle with the identical smell. When she
does, show her how to place them beside each other as a pair.
• Repeat with vanilla.
• Mix all four bottles up and ask the child to pair them on her own.
• The teacher checks to ensure that they are all correctly paired.

• Mix the four bottles and add one more pair.
• The child pairs all six bottles.
• Continue adding pairs until the child can work with all twelve bottles.
• When she is finished, ask the child to return the boxes to the shelf and explain that
she is free to work with the material whenever she chooses.
Optional Activities:
Ask children to bring different perfumes, colognes and soaps from home.
Arrange a field trip outdoors. Ask the children to identify all the different odors they
smell e.g.. smoke, flower, herbs, cut grass etc.

Acting Out How Animals Survive Winter
ACTIVITY1
Purpose
To learn how animals living in areas with cold winters adapt.
Material
• Two large T-shirts for role-play, one white and one brown or black.
• Small cushion.
• Dry grass, seeds and nuts in their shells.
• Brown fabric or sheet.
• Classroom chairs.
• Books and movies about animals surviving cold winter conditions.
• Zoology journals and pencils.
SAFETY NOTE: Before providing seeds and grass for the activity, check for
allergies among the students. If necessary, find non-allergic alternatives.
Presentation
• Most Montessori teachers present this concept in Year 1. This activity may be
presented in parts over one or several days.
• Announce that the students will have an opportunity to act out how animals live
through cold seasons.
PART 1
• Invite the students to describe briefly what changes they make to their own

clothing or behavior when cold weather comes.
• Explain that doing something like wearing a warm coat is an example of
adapting to the environment. Define and discuss adaptation, including the extra
challenges many animals have in adapting to winters (cold, lack of food, and, for
some animals, vulnerability).
• Define and discuss other strategies animals use for surviving cold winters
(migration, hibernation, hoarding, insulation with fur or feathers or stored fat,
huddling, color change), encouraging the students to give an example of an animal
that uses each strategy. Include the survival strategies of some insects.
• Explain that many animals use several survival strategies, not only one, and
again invite the students to give examples of such animals.
PART 2
• Invite the students to imagine they are animals preparing for winter and to think
about what they would have to do to prepare for winter.
• Demonstrate and discuss the props the students can use. For example, the
students can put T-shirts over their clothes to show a change from summer to
winter colors and can add the cushion to show the animal storing fat. The students
can use the sheet and chairs to make caves, and the seeds or grass (or non-allergic
alternative) for hoarding.
• Ask the students to take a minute to decide on an animal they wish to act out.
• Ask the students to name aloud what animal they wish to act out. Invite students
acting as animals that huddle to form a group.
• Tell the students that they will perform in silence. Give them five minutes to
rehearse quietly.
• After five minutes, invite the students to act out, one student at a time or one
group at a time, the winter preparations their animals might make.
• After each student or group has finished acting, encourage the rest of the
students to describe what the animal being acted out did as it prepared for winter.
• Ask the students to use their journals to draw a labeled picture of the animal they
chose, showing how that animal prepares for winter.












About North American Teacher Training Montessori
Center

• Infant/Toddler (birth- 3 years)
• Preschool/Kindergarten (3-6 years)
• Lower Elementary (6-9 years)
• Upper Elementary (9-12 years)
Flexible, Affordable, Manageable
Providing Montessori distance education training since 1996, NAMC is proud to
have graduates working in Montessori environments throughout North America
and around the world.
Beautiful, full color albums incorporate years of research to save valuable time as
you attain professional Montessori training. Classic Montessori training is enriched
with contemporary ideas and proven educational activities to give you lifetime
teaching resources -- all at a reasonable price, in a user-friendly presentation. For
complete details visit http://www.montessoritraining.net
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Simple Reading Books &

Land and Water Forms Cards and Labels from
Richard

At LORD Company http://www.lordequip.com you may still download
"Simple Reading Books" for constructing, coloring and easy reading exercises for
home use or for gifts. Something new for children from 4 to 8 years of age is a
free download of the Land and Water Forms Cards and Labels for a hands on
experience exploring the differences and similarities of Lake and Island, Cape and
Bay, Isthmus and Strait, Peninsula and Gulf, and Archipelago and System of
Lakes. Visit http://www.lordequip.com/land_water.php Here are some
suggestions for work with the forms:
Follow the directions included for matching cards for younger children and
definitions for older children.
Use clay to actually make small replicas of the Land and Water Forms and pour
blue colored water (dilute blue acrylic paint from any hobby & crafts store) in the
depressions to actually make the forms and name them for memory enhancement.
Find the forms on a globe and name them.
Find examples of the forms in magazines like National Geographic and cut
them out to paste into a booklet of forms.

LORD Company has developed a really comfortable hardwood chair for
children. It is our own adaptation of an early design by Maria Montessori of a
chair with slats to conform to the body of the child for comfort and yet be light
weight enough for the young child to be able to move with ease. We believe the
LORD Company design accomplishes these attributes but with an heirloom
quality sturdiness for longer years of classroom or home use for generations to
come. We have these chairs in four sizes to fit children from 1 to 7 years and can
be seen at http://www.lordequip.com
Also available in four sizes are a lengthened version of each chair that will
seat t wo children together. We call it the "Let's Talk About It" chair. It's
purpose is to increase verbal skills of young children by placing the chair in front
of things to "Talk About" like a window to show the changing of the seasons, an
aquarium, a flannel board or perhaps a place where the teacher might sit two
children to "talk about" grace and courtesy. All chairs will have introductory
pricing for the first few months of their new life.
Also be sure to try our free downloads at the bottom of our home page at
http://www.lordequip.com The newest addition is a substitute "Blue Line"
Paper used for writing practice. You may download free masters that are "gray
line" so that you might make copies in quantities to suit your needs. This should
save schools in particular a lot of money, especially with the higher cost of
shipping. We would appreciate your feed back on this gift to schools and parents
and ask that you pass along this information to your friends.
While visiting http://www.lordequip.com we hope you will take a look at
our new products and low introductory prices. We love to hear feed back on our
free downloads and product line.












About LORD Company
Richard recently shared the following: “LORD Company has serviced the
Montessori Market for more than 20 years. We have an economy line of furniture
and educational material for those with budget constraints and a premium line of
solid hardwood heirloom quality furniture for school or home.

Below, is a snippet from the LORD Company website:
We manufacture solid hardwood children's furniture and educational equipment
designed to enhance self-help skills for infants, toddlers, pre-school and
elementary-aged children. Besides tables, chairs, shelving and cubbies, we carry
learning aids, manipulatives, integrated curriculum (reading and writing), and
specialized children's furniture for home schools, child care, church schools, and
Montessori education. Look around and find some unique products for your
child's school or church. The children's furniture and equipment we provide helps
your children learn.
To see the complete line of products available from Lord Company, please visit
http://lordequip.com



A Study of Ancient Egypt - Some Free PreK- Middle
School Lesson Planning Ideas

Visit the following links to download information that can be incorporated into
school and homeschool learning environments.
http://www.activityvillage.co.uk/ancient_egypt.htm
Ancient Egypt for Kids
http://egypt.mrdonn.org/lessonplans.html
Ancient Egypt For Teachers
http://etc.usf.edu/clipart/galleries/arts/egyptian_musical_instruments.php
Egyptian Musical Instruments- Clipart ETC (Good for matching picture
exercises, book making and other extended Montessori lesson activities)
http://www.pdclipart.org/thumbnails.php?album=45
Hieroglyphics Egypt - Public Domain Clip Art

Birdcage Press offers a museum quality game, entitled Go Fish for Ancient Egypt.
I have examined the the game and am impressed with the quality of the game with
accompanying book. A student in a Montessori environment will enjoy the
beautiful pictures accompanied by well written text. The game cards are of
superb quality, as well and will lend themselves to many extended Montessori
style learning activities.
Please see below for complete details.


Birdcage Press
Copyright 2014
All Rights Reserved.
Website: http://www.birdcagepress.com
Visit http://www.birdcagepress.com/Go-Fish-for-Ancient-Egypt-p/270.htm
to view the new Go Fish for Ancient Egypt Game.
Learn about their gods, goddesses, the great pharaohs, how mummies were made,
and more. There are dramatic images and facts on every playing card, and a factpacked companion book included with the game. Designed for ages 7+, this
game will help develop the following learning skills:
• Strategic thinking
• Concentration
• Classification
• Art appreciation
• Symbol translation
Each game comes with a companion book filled with fun and fascinating
information about the ancient Egyptians. As they play, children learn about the
ancient Egyptian culture. The Go for Fish Ancient Egypt book presents
fascinating facts . Fun and educational for all ages.
Visit us at http://www.birdcagepress.com

About Birdcage Press
Games to Enjoy
http://www.birdcagepress.com/
The games we make here at Birdcage Press were created with parents, educators,
and children in mind. All our card sets our highly adaptable. Old Dinosaur, for
example, can be used to play Old Maid, Memory, and two kinds of Go Fish and
each of our Close Up Art Cards can be used to play five different games.
And if none of the games we create catch your child’s fancy, you can always use
our attractive cards to create your own games. The possibilities are endless.
Books to Explore
http://www.birdcagepress.com/
Each of our activity books is an adventure waiting to happen. Through stories,
games, and drawing activities, not to mention numerous prints of famous
paintings, your students learn the lives and creations of important artists. Our
activity books encourage readers to invent the stories told by famous paintings and
create their own art inspired by the work of the masters.
In Gallery Ghost, readers explore a museum that is haunted by famous artists. The
ghosts of the masers have made spectral additions to each other’s paintings. Spot
the differences between the real paintings and the ones with ghostly additions and
discover which ghost painted the most! Gallery Ghost has recently won two gold
medals.
Wide Variety, High Quality
http://www.birdcagepress.com/
At Birdcage Press, we are dedicated to providing a wide variety educational
products. The books and games at Birdcage Press cover ancient history, earth
science, and art of all kinds, from the Renaissance to the modern day. We have
card games, board games, and activity books.
http://www.birdcagepress.com!
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Recipe from Sara L. Ambarian
Gingered Turkey Salad
Whether you are looking for a
good use for holiday leftovers, or
are looking for a new side dish for
a family dinner, this sprightly
salad is a hit with young and old.
Ginger provides a holiday flavor
“upgrade” of the old favorite,
while sweet pickles and
cranberries make it appeal to the
younger set.
This recipe involves a lot of chopping, so much of the preparation is inappropriate
for young children. However, the variety of ingredients provides an interesting
lesson in the origins and forms of food; and little hands could help with the mixing
and serving. Also, children who are old enough to use knives safely with
supervision can get great practice in the important culinary skill of cutting
ingredients into uniform pieces.
Prepare and chill this several hours before serving, or make it the day before so
the flavors can meld.

1 1/ 2 cups chopped turkey or chicken (leftovers, or canned equivalent)
1 stalk celery, chopped fine
1/ 2 sweet or red onion, chopped fine, or 3 green onions, sliced thin
2 small sweet pickles, chopped fine
1/3 cup dried cranberries, chopped fine
2 tablespoons crystallized (candied) ginger, chopped fine
2-3 tablespoons mayonnaise
1 tablespoon sour cream or plain yogurt
Squeeze of lemon juice
Drizzle of honey
Dash salt
Dash pepper
Chop vegetables, cranberries, and ginger. Place chicken and other chopped items
in a fairly large bowl, and mix lightly. Chopped salads are notorious for having
bits and pieces “jump” out of the bowl when you mix them. Using a bowl that has
plenty of room for the volume of your ingredients and mixing carefully and slowly
will reduce this tendency.
In a small bowl, stir together the mayonnaise, sour cream or yogurt, lemon juice,
and honey until it is well-combined. Then add this mixture to the chopped
ingredients, using a spatula to get it all transferred. Gently stir the mayo mixture
into the chopped mixture, until all the chopped pieces are evenly coated. Add
more mayonnaise, if desired; and taste-test for salt and pepper. (You may not need
any, if your mayonnaise and/or chicken are well-seasoned.)
Cover bowl with plastic or a lid, and chill until ready to serve.
Serves 4 as a main dish, 6-8 as a side dish.
Note: I think crystallized ginger is the star of this dish, and omitting it leaves you
with a tasty, but not, perhaps, fabulous chicken salad. However, if you do not have
crystallized ginger on hand, you can get some of the flavor by mixing 1/8 to _
teaspoon of ground ginger into the mayonnaise mixture. You could certainly also
add some fresh/frozen grated gingerroot, which would give you a very bold flavor.

If using fresh/frozen, however, I would suggest you use only about _ tablespoon. A
little will go a long way!
********
Sara L. Ambarian is an author, designer, illustrator, wife and mother with
professional and personal experience in a wide range of subjects, including: arts
and crafts, fashion, weddings, hospitality, homeschooling, cooking, nature, and
travel.



End of Part 3

Read the other parts of this creative hands-on lesson planning
newsletter by visiting

http://www.amonco.org/montessori_winter_handson.html
Looking for additional hands-on lessons? Don’t forget to read the
companion newsletter. Just visit

http://www.amonco.org/montessori_fall_handson.html
Visit http://www.amonco.org/ for additional lesson planning
information.



